Guide
The Design of Products to be Hot-Dip Galvanized after Fabrication
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction

The galvanizing process has existed for more than 250
years and has been a mainstay of North American industry
since the 1890s. Galvanizing is used throughout various
markets to provide steel with unmatched protection from
the ravages of corrosion. A wide range of steel products –
from nails to highway guardrail to the Brooklyn Bridge’s
suspension wires to NASA’s launch pad sound-suppression
system – benefit from galvanizing’s superior corrosion
protection properties.
The uses of hot-dip galvanized steel continue to evolve,
and new markets are emerging all the time. As with all
materials and coatings, there are certain practices which
yield better quality finished products. In order to meet the
expectations and demands of many different markets, it is
important to be cognizant of these best design practices for
steel to be galvanized. Often no or only minor adjustments
to the design are necessary, and worth the extra time and/or
effort up front to alleviate certain future headaches related
to the utilization of other coating systems.

Communication among Design Engineer,
Architect, Fabricator, & Galvanizer
Corrosion protection begins at the drawing board, and regardless
of what protection system is specified, it must be factored into
the product’s design. Similarly, all corrosion protection systems
require certain design details and proper planning to ensure
the highest quality coating. For hot-dip galvanizing, a total
immersion process in molten zinc, the design engineer will
want to ensure all pieces are fabricated suitably for the process.
Most design principles necessary for success throughout the
galvanizing process are easily and readily followed, and in most
cases, ensure maximum corrosion protection. Incorporating
these design practices along with those listed in ASTM A 385
Practice for Providing High Quality Zinc Coatings (Hot-Dip), will
not only produce optimum quality galvanized coatings, but also
help reduce costs and improve turnaround times.

Materials Suitable for Galvanizing
Most iron-containing (ferrous) materials are suitable for hotEJQHBMWBOJ[JOH1MBJODBSCPOTUFFM VOEFSLTJ.1B 
and low alloy materials, hot-rolled steel, cold-rolled steel, cast steel,
ductile iron, cast iron, castings, stainless steel, and even weathering
steel can be and are galvanized for enhanced corrosion protection.
)PXFWFS  UIF NBUFSJBMT DIFNJDBM DPNQPTJUJPO JOìVFODFT UIF
characteristics of the galvanized coating.
%VSJOH HBMWBOJ[JOH  UIF JSPO JO UIF NBUFSJBM SFBDUT XJUI UIF
molten zinc to form a series of zinc-iron alloy layers, which are
covered by a layer of iron-free zinc. For most hot-rolled steels,
the zinc-iron alloy portion of the coating will represent 50-70%
of the total coating thickness, with the free zinc outer layer
accounting for the balance (Figure 1).

Communication among...
Design
Engineer/
Architect

Fabricator/
Detailer

Galvanizer

Figure 1: Typical zinc-iron alloy layers
...from the project’s inception to its completion, can optimize turnaround
times, minimize costs, and ensure superior quality hot-dip galvanized steel.

One key to providing the best design for the hot-dip galvanizing
process is communication between the architect, engineer,
fabricator and galvanizer. Opening the lines of communication
early in the design process can eliminate potential costly pitfalls
later in the process. A few discussion topics good to cover while
the project is being designed include:


t4UFFM$IFNJTUSZBOE4VSGBDF$POEJUJPO



t4J[F4IBQF



t1SPDFTT5FNQFSBUVSF)FBU



t7FOUJOH%SBJOBHF



t8FMEJOH



tɨSFBEFE1BSUT$POOFDUJPOT



t1PTU(BMWBOJ[JOH%FTJHO6TF

Steel compositions vary depending on strength and service
requirements. Trace elements in the steel (silicon, phosphorus)
affect the galvanizing process as well as the structure and appearance
of the galvanized coating. Steels with these elements outside of
the recommended ranges are known in the galvanizing industry
as highly reactive steel, and may produce a coating composed
entirely, or almost entirely, of zinc-iron alloy layers (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Atypical zinc-iron alloy layers

6OEFSTUBOEJOHUIFTFBTQFDUTPGUIFHBMWBOJ[JOHQSPDFTTBOEIPX
they can affect the coating and finished product’s outcome will
help ensure everyone’s expectations are met.
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Atypical coatings produced from reactive steels exhibit
different coating characteristics than a typical galvanized
coating such as:
Appearance: The atypical galvanized coating may have
a matte gray appearance and/or rougher
surface due to the absence of the free zinc
layer. The free zinc layer present on typical
coatings imparts a shinier finish to
a galvanized coating.
Adherence: The zinc-iron alloy coating tends to be
thicker than a typical galvanized coating.
In the rare situation where the coating is
excessively thick, there is the possibility of
diminished adhesion under external stress
(thermal gradients, sharp impact).
Reactive steels are still galvanized on a regular basis, and it is
important to note differences in appearance have no effect on
the corrosion protection afforded by the galvanized coating.
The performance of the coating is based on the thickness of
the zinc; therefore, often the duller (and thicker) coatings
produced by reactive steels last longer. Furthermore, all
galvanized coatings as they weather over time will develop a
uniform matte gray appearance.

It is difficult to provide precise guidance in the area of steel
selection without qualifying all steel grades commercially
BWBJMBCMF)PXFWFSUIFTFHVJEFMJOFTEJTDVTTFEXJMMBTTJTUZPV
in selecting steels that provide good galvanized coatings.
t-FWFMTPGDBSCPOMFTTUIBO QIPTQIPSVTMFTTUIBO
0.04%, or manganese less than 1.35% are beneficial
t4JMJDPOMFWFMTMFTTUIBOPSCFUXFFO
are desirable
Silicon may be present in many steels commonly galvanized
even though it is not a part of the steel’s controlled
composition, because silicon is used in the steel deoxidation
process and is found in continuously cast steel. Both silicon
and phosphorous act as catalysts during the galvanizing
process, resulting in rapid growth of zinc-iron alloy layers.
And even when both elements are individually held to
desirable limits, the combined effect between them can
still produce an atypical coating of all or mostly zinc-iron
BMMPZ MBZFST  8IFO QPTTJCMF  ZPVS HBMWBOJ[FS TIPVME CF
advised of the grade of steel selected in order to determine
whether specialized galvanizing techniques are suggested.

Castings
)JHIRVBMJUZ DBTUJOHT BOE GPSHFE QBSUT BSF BMTP DPNNPOMZ
and successfully galvanized. The quality of the galvanizing is
TUSPOHMZJOìVFODFECZUIFRVBMJUZPGUIFDBTUJOH"TXJUIBMM
steel to be galvanized, cleanliness is very important to achieve
DPNQMFUFMZ HBMWBOJ[FE DBTU JSPO PS TUFFM QBSUT )PXFWFS 
conventional cleaning processes employed by galvanizers
do not adequately clean castings because sand and other
Steel Casting

surface inclusions are not removed by chemical cleaning.
Thorough abrasive cleaning is the most effective method for
removing foundry sand and impurities. The preferred way to
clean the casting is by abrasive blasting, either grit-blasting
or a combination of grit and shot. Cleaning is traditionally
performed at the foundry before shipment to the galvanizer.

Many coatings such as paint and lacquer cannot be removed
from the steel with the chemical cleaning process used in the
galvanizing facility. As perfectly cleaned steel is required for the
metallurgical reaction to occur in the galvanizing kettle, these
contaminants need to be removed mechanically from the surface
prior to sending the fabrication to the galvanizer.

Sound, stress-free castings with good surface finishes will
produce high-quality galvanized coatings. The following
design and preparation rules should be applied for castings
to be galvanized:

The use of old along with new steel, or castings with rolled
steel in the same assembly, should be avoided (Figure 3 8IFSF
assemblies of cast iron, cast steel, malleable iron, or rolled steel are
unavoidable, the entire assembly should be thoroughly abrasiveblasted prior to pickling to give the best chance for producing a
consistent galvanized coating appearance.

t"WPJETIBSQDPSOFSTBOEEFFQSFDFTTFT
t6TFMBSHFQBUUFSOOVNFSBMTBOEHFOFSPVTSBEJJUPGBDJMJUBUF
abrasive cleaning
t4QFDJGZVOJGPSNXBMMTFDUJPOT/POVOJGPSNXBMMUIJDLOFTTJO
certain casting designs may lead to distortion and/or cracking.
Cracking results from stress developed as the temperature
PGUIFDBTUJOHJTJODSFBTFEEVSJOHHBMWBOJ[JOH6OJGPSNXBMM
sections and a balanced design lowers stress.

Ductile iron pipe with
 

Combining Different Materials & Surfaces
7BSZJOH TVSGBDF DPOEJUJPOT  EJêFSFOU GBCSJDBUJPO NFUIPET  PS
ferrous metals with special chemistries, when combined, make
it difficult to produce coatings with uniform appearance. This
is because different parameters for pickling (immersion time,
solution concentrations, temperatures) and galvanizing (bath
temperatures, immersion time) are required for:
t$PBUJOHTTVDIBTQBJOU MBDRVFS FUDPOUIFTUFFM
t&YDFTTJWFMZSVTUFETVSGBDFT
t.BDIJOFETVSGBDFT
t$BTUTUFFM
t.BMMFBCMFJSPO
t)PUSPMMFETUFFM
t$PMESPMMFETUFFM
t$BTUJSPO FTQFDJBMMZXJUITBOEJODMVTJPOT
t1JUUFETVSGBDFT
t4UFFMDPOUBJOJOHFYDFTTDBSCPO QIPTQIPSVT 
manganese, or silicon

Castings with
mild carbon steel

Forged bolt with
machined threads

Machined surfaces
on pitted steel

Steel with different
surface conditions

Figure 3: Results will not be consistent with a combination of
    

Varying steel chemistries create visually different
coatings, as illustrated by this pipe assembly
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Similarly, excessively rusted, pitted, or forged steels should
also not be used in combination with new or machined
surfaces because the difference in required pickling time
for sulfuric acid pickling baths can cause over-pickling of
UIF OFX PS NBDIJOFE TVSGBDFT 8IFSF UIJT DPNCJOBUJPO
is unavoidable, a thorough abrasive blast cleaning of the
assembly (normally before any machining is done) provides
a more uniform galvanized coating.
If abrasive blast cleaning is used to prepare a surface for
galvanizing, a coating thicker than normal will be produced
for low silicon steel. Abrasive cleaning roughens the steel
surface and increases its surface area, resulting in increased
reactivity with the molten zinc.

your galvanizer early in the design process.
Almost any component can be galvanized
by designing and fabricating in modules
suitable for available galvanizing
facilities. The average kettle length
in North America is 40 feet (13m),
and there are many kettles between
50-60 feet (15.24 m - 18.28 m).
Kettle dimensions and contact
information for all member
galvanizers are available at
www.galvanizeit.org/galvanizers.

-BSHFTUSVDUVSFTEFTJHOFEJONPEVMFT
or sub-units to accommodate the
The best practice when combining different materials galvanizing kettle often provide
and surfaces is to galvanize separately and assemble after additional savings in manufacturing and
galvanizing. This will help facilitate efficient turnaround assembly because they simplify handling
times in the process, eliminate over-pickling, and allow and transportation. The sub-units can be
UIF QJFDFT UP CF NBUDIFE GPS BQQFBSBODF   8IFUIFS SVO connected after galvanizing by field-welding or
through the galvanizing process joined or separately, the bolting. Alternatively, if an item is too large for total
differences in appearance on assemblies containing steels immersion in the kettle, but more than half of the item will
with varying surface condition do not affect the corrosion fit into the kettle, the piece may be progressively dipped.
protection. Furthermore, after aging in the environment, 1SPHSFTTJWFEJQQJOHJTBDDPNQMJTIFECZEJQQJOHFBDIFOEPG
all surfaces will exhibit a uniform matte gray appearance. the article sequentially to coat the entire item. Consult your
galvanizer before planning to progressively dip.

Size & Shape
Another important consideration during the design process
is the size and shape of the fabrication. Because hot-dip
galvanizing is a total immersion process, the design must
take into consideration the capacity of the galvanizing
kettle; therefore, it is wise to verify kettle constraints with

Progressive dipping - galvanizing oversized pieces
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Considering size and shape, as well as weight, is also important
due to material handling techniques used in galvanizing plants.
The steel is moved through the process by the use of hoists and
overhead cranes. Small items, less than 30” (76 cm) in length,
are frequently galvanized in perforated baskets. The baskets are
then centrifuged or spun to throw off excess zinc, delivering
smoother coatings. Fasteners, small brackets, and clips typify
work handled in baskets.

      
in a centrifuge to spin off excess zinc

-BSHF BTTFNCMJFT BSF VTVBMMZ TVQQPSUFE CZ DIBJO
slings or by lifting fixtures. Special jigs
and racks are also commonly used to
simultaneously galvanize large numbers
PG TJNJMBS JUFNT 1SPWJEJOH MJGUJOH
points where possible will reduce or
eliminate chain or wire marks that
can be left on an item when no
lifting points are present. If no
lifting points are provided, any
marks, which are usually fully
galvanized, can be touched up
if desired for aesthetic reasons.
It is also good practice to discuss
the weight-handling capacity with
the galvanizer to ensure capacity or
the best places to put lifting points.
In addition to lifting points, large
pipe sections, open-top tanks, and similar
structures may benefit from temporary bracing
to maintain their shape during handling.

Process Temperature/Heat
%VSJOH UIF IPUEJQ HBMWBOJ[JOH QSPDFTT  TUFFM JT IFBUFE UP
approximately 830 F (443 C) for the galvanizing reaction
UP PDDVS  &WFSZ UJNF TUFFM JT IFBUFE BOE DPPMFE  TUSFTT JT
added to the fabrication. Therefore, there are some design
considerations to be aware of to help reduce any issues with
the heating of the galvanizing process.

Mechanical Properties of Galvanized Steel
The hot-dip galvanizing process produces no significant
changes in the mechanical properties of the structural steels
commonly galvanized throughout the world. The mechanical
properties of 19 structural steels from major industrial
countries were investigated before and after galvanizing in
a four-year research project of the BNF Metals Technology
$FOUSF 6, VOEFSUIFTQPOTPSTIJQPGUIF*OUFSOBUJPOBM-FBE
;JOD3FTFBSDI0SHBOJ[BUJPO *-;30 4UFFMTDPOGPSNJOHUP
ASTM Standard Specifications A 36 and A 572 Grade 60 and
Canadian Standards Association (CSA) Specifications G 40.8
and G 40.12 were included in this study.
The BNF report, Galvanizing of Structural Steels and Their
Weldments *-;30  DPODMVEFTiUIFHBMWBOJ[JOH
process has no effect on the tensile, bend or impact properties
of any of the structural steels investigated when these are
galvanized in the ‘as manufactured’ condition.”

Hot-dip galvanizing cold-worked steel is very
successful when following suggested guidelines

Strain-Age Embrittlement
Many structures and parts are fabricated using cold-rolled steel or
cold-working techniques. In some instances, severe cold-working
NBZMFBEUPUIFTUFFMCFDPNJOHTUSBJOBHFFNCSJUUMFE8IJMFDPME
working increases the possibility of strain-age embrittlement, it
may not be evident until after galvanizing. This occurs because
aging is relatively slow at ambient temperatures, but more rapid at
the elevated temperature of the galvanizing bath.
Any form of cold-working reduces steel’s ductility. Operations
such as punching holes, notching, producing fillets of small
radii, shearing, or sharp bending (Figure 4) may lead to strainage embrittlement of susceptible steels. Cold-worked steels less
than 1/8-inch (3 mm) thick that are subsequently galvanized
are unlikely to experience strain-age embrittlement. Since coldworking is the strongest contributing factor to the embrittlement
of galvanized steel, these tips (next page) are recommended to
reduce the incidence of strain-age embrittlement.

Preferred Design

Figure 4: Avoid severe cold-working
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ASTM A 143, Safeguarding Against Embrittlement
of Hot-Dip Galvanized Structural Steel Products and
Procedure for Detecting Embrittlement, and CSA
Specification G 164, Hot-Dip Galvanizing of Irregularly
Shaped Articles, provide guidance on cold-working
BOE TUSFTTSFMJFWJOH QSPDFEVSFT )PXFWFS  JU JT CFTU UP
avoid severe cold-working of susceptible steels. If there
is concern with possible loss of ductility due to strainage embrittlement, advise your galvanizer. A sample
quantity of the cold-formed items should be galvanized
and tested before further commitment.

Tips to Reduce
Strain-Age Embrittlement
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Hydrogen Embrittlement
)ZESPHFOFNCSJUUMFNFOUJTBEVDUJMFUPCSJUUMFDIBOHF
UIBU PDDVST JO DFSUBJO IJHITUSFOHUI TUFFMT )ZESPHFO
embrittlement can occur when the hydrogen released
during the pickling process is absorbed by the steel and
becomes trapped in the grain boundaries. Normally, at
galvanizing temperatures, hydrogen is expelled from
the steel.
Although hydrogen embrittlement is uncommon,
precautions should be taken to avoid it, particularly if the
steel involved has an ultimate tensile strength exceeding
  QTJ  .1B  *G IJHITUSFOHUI TUFFMT BSF UP
be processed, grit-blasting instead of acid-pickling is
recommended in order to minimize the introduction of
gaseous hydrogen during the pickling process.

Minimizing Distortion
Some fabricated assemblies may distort at galvanizing
temperature as a result of relieving stresses induced during
steel production and in subsequent fabricating operations. For
example, a channel frame with a plate should be galvanized
separately and bolted later rather than welded together before
galvanizing, or it can be welded after galvanizing.

Guidelines for minimizing distortion and warpage are
provided in ASTM A 384, Safeguarding Against Warpage and
Distortion During Hot-Dip Galvanizing of Steel Assemblies, and
CSA Specification G 164, Hot Dip Galvanizing of Irregularly
Shaped Articles.

Tips for Minimizing Distortion
I   :  
recommendations:
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Channel frame
(typically fabricated toe-out)

Cylinder

Trough
Figure 5: Avoid uneven thickness at joints
Figure 6: Temporary Bracing
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Alternatively, holes at least 1/2-inch (13 mm) in diameter
can be placed in the web within 1/4-inch (6 mm) of the
For effective galvanizing, cleaning solutions and molten zinc end-plate. To facilitate drainage, end-plates should
NVTU ìPX XJUIPVU VOEVF SFTJTUBODF JOUP  PWFS  UISPVHI  BOE have holes placed as close to interior corners as
out of the fabricated article. Failure to provide for this free, possible (Figure 9).
VOJNQFEFEìPXDBOSFTVMUJODPNQMJDBUJPOTGPSUIFHBMWBOJ[FS
and the customer. Improper drainage design results in poor
appearance, bare spots, and excessive build-up of zinc. All
of these are unnecessary and costly, and another example
of why communication throughout the project is key.

2 !O6  

A few common fabrications where drainage is important are
gusset plates, stiffeners, end-plates, and bracing. Following these
best design practices will help ensure the highest quality coatings:
8IFSFHVTTFUQMBUFTBSFVTFE HFOFSPVTMZDSPQQFEDPSOFST

QSPWJEFGPSGSFFESBJOBHF8IFODSPQQJOHHVTTFUQMBUFTJT
not possible, holes at least 1/2-inch (13 mm) in diameter
must be placed in the plates as close to the corners as
possible (Figure 7).

Figure 9: Holes in end-plate

I #     QU  
Tubular assemblies (handrails, pipe columns, pipe girders,
street light poles, transmission poles, pipe trusses, sign
bridges) are commonly galvanized because corrosion
protection is afforded to the interior and exterior of the
product. To provide an optimal galvanized coating, hollow
products require proper cleaning, venting, and draining.

Cleaning
As with all steel, pipe and other hollow materials must be
thoroughly cleaned before the molten zinc will metallurgically
CPOE XJUI UIF TUFFM 1JQF DBO QSFTFOU UXP TQFDJBM DMFBOJOH
5P FOTVSF VOJNQFEFE ìPX PG TPMVUJPOT  BMM TUJêFOFST 
challenges. First, the mill coating (varnish, lacquer, and similar
gussets, and bracing should be cropped a minimum
materials) applied by pipe manufacturers requires extra time
of 3/4-inch (19 mm) (Figure 8  1SPWJEF IPMFT BU MFBTU
and effort to remove at the galvanizing plant. Some galvanizers
1/2-inch (13 mm) in diameter in end-plates on rolled steel
do not have the capability to remove this coating. Some organic
shapes to allow molten zinc access during immersion in the
mill coating formulations, both foreign and domestic, are
galvanizing bath and drainage during withdrawal.
Figure 7: Cropped bracing

Cropped Corners (preferred)

Holes close to corners (alternatively)

Figure 8: Cropped gusset plate corners
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extremely difficult to remove with common
cleaning solutions, so blasting may be
required. Ordering uncoated pipe
avoids costly attempts to remove
these mill coatings. In some cases,
it may be more cost effective to
substitute tube for pipe.

Some galvanizers may hesitate to process complicated pipe
assemblies unless all venting is visible on the outside and
readily accessible for inspection (Figure 10).

Second, welding around mill
coatings burns and carbonizes
the varnish in the surrounding
areas and cannot be removed
by the normal cleaning process
at a galvanizer. This soot must
be removed by blasting or other
mechanical cleaning methods prior to
delivering steel to the galvanizing facility.

Venting
The primary reason for vent and drain holes is to allow air
to be evacuated, permitting the object to be completely
JNNFSTFE JOUP DMFBOJOH TPMVUJPOT BOE NPMUFO [JOD 1SPQFS
hole sizing and location make it safer to galvanize and provide
the optimal finish. The secondary reason is to prevent damage
to the parts. Any pickling solutions or rinse waters that might
be trapped in a blind or closed joining connection will be
converted to superheated steam or gas and can develop a
QSFTTVSFPGVQUP QTJ  .1B XIFOJNNFSTFEJO
molten zinc. Not only is there risk of damage to the fabrication
being galvanized, but there also is risk of serious hazard to
galvanizing personnel and equipment.
8IFOUIFGBCSJDBUJPOJTMPXFSFEJOUPUIFDMFBOJOHTPMVUJPOT
BOE[JOD BJSBOEGSPUIZìVYFTNVTUCFBMMPXFEUPìPXVQXBSE
and completely out. Cleaning solutions and molten zinc
NVTUCFBMMPXFEUPìPXJOBOEDPNQMFUFMZXFUUIFTVSGBDFT
Then, when the structure is raised from the bath, no solutions
should be trapped inside. Consequently, ample passageways
BMMPXJOH VOJNQFEFE ìPX JOUP BOE PVU PG UIF QBSU NVTU CF
EFTJHOFEJOUPBTTFNCMJFT1SPQFSHBMWBOJ[JOHSFTVMUTXIFOUIF
inside and outside of a product are completely cleaned and
zinc-coated.
Items are immersed and withdrawn from the galvanizing
kettle at an angle; thus, the vent holes should be located at
the highest point and drain holes at the lowest. All sections
of fabricated pipe-work should be interconnected with full
PQFOUFF PS NJUFS KPJOUT &BDI FODMPTFE TFDUJPO NVTU CF
provided with a vent hole at each end.
Most galvanizers prefer to visually identify venting
from the outside, in order to verify the adequacy of the
venting as well as to determine that venting has not been
mistakenly omitted.

Figure 10: Venting

Base-plates and end-plates must be designed to facilitate
venting and draining. Fully cutting the plate provides
NJOJNVNPCTUSVDUJPOUPBGVMM GSFFìPXJOUPBOEPVUPGUIF
pipe. Since this is not always possible, using vent holes in the
plate often provides the solution.
7FOUIPMFTBSFGSFRVFOUMZMFGUPQFOCVUDBOCFDMPTFEXJUIESJWF
DBQTPSQMVHTBGUFSHBMWBOJ[JOH7BSJPVTNFUIPETPGWFOUJOHBSF
acceptable (Figure 11), but the subsequent plugging of these
holes should be kept in mind, where necessary or desired.
It is recommended tubular structures be completely submerged
in one dip into the galvanizing kettle. This minimizes potential
internal coating problems that, because of the size and shape
of the item, may be difficult to discover during inspection.

Drilled
hole

Corner
cut

V notch

Drilled
hole in
 

Figure 11: Vent hole options
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The following drawings illustrate recommended designs
for tubular fabrications and hollow structures. The vent
dimensions are the minimum required.
33

Handrail (Figure 12 & 13):
33

Figure 12 illustrates the most desirable design for fabrications
of handrail for galvanizing. It shows internal venting as well
as the minimum amount of external vent holes.
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3 7FOUIPMFTJOFOETFDUJPOTPSJOTJNJMBSTFDUJPOT

must be 1/2-inch (13 mm) in diameter.



4 &OET TIPVME CF MFGU DPNQMFUFMZ PQFO "OZ

device used for erection in the field that prevents
full openings on ends of horizontal rails and
vertical legs should be galvanized separately and
attached after galvanizing.

11
44

2 *OUFSOBM IPMFT TIPVME CF UIF GVMM *% PG UIF

pipe for the best galvanizing quality and lowest
galvanizing cost.



11

11

1 &YUFSOBM WFOU IPMFT NVTU CF BT DMPTF UP UIF

weld as possible and not less than 3/8-inch
(9.5 mm) in diameter.
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Figure 12: Vent holes should be visible on the outside of
        

Figure 13 illustrates an acceptable alternative if full internal
IPMFT UIFGVMM*%PGUIFQJQF BSFOPUJODPSQPSBUFEJOUP
the design of the handrail.
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2 7FOUIPMFTJOFOETFDUJPOTPSJOTJNJMBSTFDUJPOT

must be 1/2-inch (13 mm) in diameter.



3 &OET TIPVME CF MFGU DPNQMFUFMZ PQFO "OZ

device used for erection in the field that prevents
full openings on ends of horizontal rails and
vertical legs should be galvanized separately and
attached after galvanizing.

33

33

Figure 13: External vent holes should be visible on the
outside of pipe assemblies

1 &BDIFYUFSOBMWFOUIPMFNVTUCFBTDMPTFUPUIF

XFMETBTQPTTJCMFBOENVTUCFPGUIF*%
of the pipe, but not less than 3/8-inch (10 mm)
in diameter. The two holes at each end and at
each intersection must be 180° apart and in
the proper location as shown.
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Rectangular Tube Truss (Figure 14):
Vertical Sections
)PMF MPDBUJPOT GPS UIF WFSUJDBM NFNCFST TIPVME CF BT
shown in Figure 14 on &YBNQMFT"BOE#
&BDIWFSUJDBMNFNCFSTIPVMEIBWFUXPIPMFTBUFBDIFOE 
180° apart in line with the horizontal members. The size
of the holes preferably should be equal, and the combined
area of the two holes at either end of the verticals should
be at least 30% of the cross-sectional area.

1

2

End Plates - Horizontal
1.1 The most desirable fabrication is
completely open.

A

22 From Figure 14 JG) 8w DN PS
larger, the area of the hole, plus clips, should
FRVBMPGUIFBSFBPGUIFUVCF )Y8 


t*G) 8MFTTUIBOw DN CVU
more than 16” (41 cm), the area of the
hole, plus clips, should equal 30% of
the area of the tube.



t*G) 8MFTTUIBOw DN CVU
more than 8” (20 cm), the area of the
hole, plus clips, should equal 40% of
the area of the tube.



t*G) 8MFTTUIBOw DN MFBWF
it open.

B

Figure 14: Holes at either end of the rectangular tube
trusses should be completely open

E
1

O I *W'X<-QY ' Figure 15):
Vertical Sections
)PMF MPDBUJPOT GPS UIF WFSUJDBM NFNCFST TIPVME CF BT
TIPXOJO&YBNQMFT"BOE#JOFigure 15.
&BDIWFSUJDBMNFNCFSTIPVMEIBWFUXPIPMFTBUFBDIFOE
and 180° apart in line with the horizontal members as
indicated by the arrows. The size of the holes preferably
should be equal and the combined area of the two holes
BUFJUIFSFOEPGUIFWFSUJDBMT "SFBT$BOE%PS"SFBT&
and F) should be at least 30% of the cross-sectional area.
End Plates - Horizontal
1.1 The most desirable fabrication is completely
open with the same hole diameter as the
tube’s inner diameter.


2 &RVBM TVCTUJUVUFT XPVME IBWF PQFOJOHT BT

shown and would be at least 30% of the
area of the inside diameter.

F
2

D

CD

C D

C
2

A

B

2

Figure 15: Venting and draining holes should be the same
size as the tubing, or one of these four possible alternatives
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Transmission Poles (Figure 16):
3

2

1

4

5

8JUICBTFQMBUFTBOEXJUIPSXJUIPVUDBQQMBUFT
Location of Openings
1 The most desirable fabrication is to have the end
1.
completely open, with the same diameter as the
section top and bottom.
2 This is an equal substitute if the full opening is
2.
not allowed.
3 This is an equal substitute if the full opening is
3.
not allowed.
4
4. This is an equal substitute if the full opening is
not allowed.
5 This must be used when no holes are allowed in the
5.
cap- or base-plate: two half-circles 180° apart and
at opposite ends of the pole.

D

B
C

A

Figure 16: Pipe columns, pipe girders, street
light poles and transmission poles

Dimensions (Figure 16)
0QFOJOHTBUFBDIFOENVTUCFBUMFBTUPGUIF*%BSFBPGUIFQJQF
GPSQJQFUISFFJODIFTBOEHSFBUFSBOEPGUIF*%BSFBGPSQJQF
TNBMMFSUIBOw DN "MMPXPGUIFBSFBPGUIF*%GPSIPMF
sizes at each end.
1

&OEDPNQMFUFMZPQFO
2
4MPU"JODI NN $FOUFSIPMF#JODIFT
(7.6 cm) in diameter
3)BMGDJSDMF$JODI DN SBEJVT FYBNQMFPG
sizes for a 6 inch (15 cm) diameter section)
4
0WBMPQFOJOHJODI
DN SBEJVT
5
)BMGDJSDMF%JODI
DN SBEJVT

N+  'Figure 17):

W
H

A
Figure 17: Box sections

Figure 17 shows the location of holes and clipped corners, which
NVTU CF ìVTI 6TJOH UIF GPMMPXJOH GPSNVMBT  Table 1 shows
typical sizes of holes for square box sections only. For rectangular
section, calculate the required area and check with your galvanizer
for positioning of openings.
tInternal Gussets − space at a minimum of 36 inches (91 cm)
tBox Sections
t) 8w DN PSMBSHFS UIFBSFBPGUIFIPMF QMVT
clips, should equal 25% of the cross-sectional area of the
CPY )Y8 
t) 8MFTTUIBOw DN CVUHSFBUFSUIBOw
(40.6 cm), the area of the hole, plus clips, should equal
30% of the cross-sectional area of the box.
t) 8MFTTUIBOw DN CVUHSFBUFSUIBOPS
equal to 8” (20 cm), the area of the hole, plus clips,
should equal 40% of the cross-sectional area of the box.
t) 8VOEFSw DN MFBWFDPNQMFUFMZPQFO OP
end-plate or internal gusset.

Table 1
Box Size

Holes A-Dia.

(H + W)

48” (122 cm)
36” (19 cm)
32” (81.3 cm)
28” (71 cm)
24” (61 cm)
20” (50.8 cm)
16” (40.6 cm)
12” (30.5 cm)

8” (20 cm)
6” (15 cm)
6” (15 cm)
6” (15 cm)
5” (12.7 cm)
4” (10.2 cm)
4” (10.2 cm)
3” (7.6 cm)

I [  2'Figure 18):
ɨFTNBMMFOEi"wTIPVMECFDPNQMFUFMZPQFO
Pole Plate End
1 The most desirable fabrication is to have the end
1.
completely open.
2 For acceptable alternatives, the half-circles, slots, and
2.
SPVOEIPMFTNVTUFRVBMPGUIFBSFBPGUIF*%
of the pole end of the tapered arm for 3” (7.6 cm)
BOEMBSHFS*%TɨFPQFOJOHNVTUFRVBMPGUIF
BSFBPGUIFQPMFFOEPGUIFUBQFSFEBSNJGUIF*%JT
less than 3” (7.6 cm).

1

2

*OUFSOBM HVTTFUQMBUFT BOE FOEìBOHFT TIPVME BMTP CF
provided with vent and drainage holes. In circular
hollow shapes, the holes should be located diametrically
opposite each other at opposite ends of the member.
In rectangular hollow shapes, the four corners of the
internal gusset-plates should be cropped. Internal
gusset-plates in all large hollow sections should be
provided with an additional opening at the center.
8IFSF UIFSF BSF ìBOHFT PS FOEQMBUFT  JU JT NPSF
FDPOPNJDBM UP MPDBUF IPMFT JO UIF ìBOHFT PS QMBUFT
rather than in the section.

Proper Venting & Drainage
of Enclosed & Semi-Enclosed
Fabrications
Tanks and enclosed vessels should be designed to
BMMPX DMFBOJOH TPMVUJPOT  ìVYFT  BOE NPMUFO [JOD UP
FOUFSBUUIFCPUUPNBOEBJSUPìPXVQXBSEUISPVHI
the enclosed space and out through an opening at the
highest point. This prevents air from being trapped as
the article is immersed (Figure 19). The design must
also provide for complete drainage of both interior
and exterior details during withdrawal. The location
and size of fill and drain holes are important. As a
general rule, the bigger the hole the better the air and
[JODìPX
8IFO CPUI JOUFSOBM BOE FYUFSOBM TVSGBDFT BSF UP CF
galvanized, at least one fill/drain hole and one vent
hole must be provided. The fill/drain hole should
be as large as the design will allow, but at least 3” in
diameter for each cubic yard (10 cm in diameter for
each cubic meter) of volume. The minimum diameter
JT w  DN  1SPWJEF WFOU IPMFT PG UIF TBNF TJ[F
diagonally opposite the fill/drain hole which allows the
air to escape.

Figure 18: Tapered - signal arm

Vent diagonally
   

   
(top and bottom)

Figure 19: Venting of enclosed fabrications

American Galvanizers Association

In tanks, internal baffles should be cropped on the top and
bottoms or provided with suitable drainage holes to permit
UIF GSFF ìPX PG NPMUFO [JOD .BOIPMFT  IBOEIPMFT  BOE
PQFOJOHTTIPVMECFëOJTIFEìVTIJOTJEFUPQSFWFOUUSBQQJOH
excess zinc (Figures 18-20). Openings must be placed so the
ìVYPOUIFWFTTFMDBOìPBUUPUIFTVSGBDFPGUIFCBUIɨFTF
openings also prevent air-pocket formations that may keep
solutions from completely cleaning the inside of the vessel.

Figure 18: Venting of tanks and vessels

Items such as vessels or heat exchangers galvanized on the
outside only must have snorkel tubes, or extended vent pipes.
These openings provide an air exit from the vessel above the
level of molten zinc in the galvanizing kettle (Figure 21).
Consult your galvanizer before using these temporary fittings,
because special equipment is needed.
Communication with your galvanizer, including review of
the drawings of enclosed or partially enclosed vessels before
fabrication, is critical. Galvanizers may recommend changes
that would provide a better galvanized product, and the least
expensive time to make any changes that may be warranted is
before fabrication.

Precautions for Overlapping &
Contacting Surfaces
Figure 19: Improper venting

  
cropped top and bottom

Vent hole

8IFOEFTJHOJOHBSUJDMFTUPCFHBMWBOJ[FEBGUFSGBCSJDBUJPO 
it is best to avoid narrow gaps between plates, overlapping
surfaces, back-to-back angles, and channels, whenever
possible (Figure 22).

Fill/drain hole
Figure 20: Tank

Vent pipes connect
interior to the
atmosphere

Flanges should be


Figure 21: Tank

© Paul Warchol

8IFOPWFSMBQQJOHPGDPOUBDUJOHTVSGBDFTDBOOPUCFBWPJEFE
and the gap is 3/32-inch (2.5 mm) or less, all edges should be
completely sealed by welding. The viscosity of the zinc keeps it
from entering any space tighter than 3/32-inch (2.5 mm). If there
is an opening, less viscous cleaning solutions will enter but zinc will
not. Trapped solutions may cause iron oxide to weep out of the
joint later on.

Additional challenges resulting from tightly
overlapping surfaces include:
1. Cleaning solutions that may be
     
part is immersed in the galvanizing
    ! 
of the part near the gap, causing bare
areas adjacent to the lap joint.
2. Cleaning solution salts can be
retained in these tight areas due to
the impossibility of adequate rinsing.
The galvanized coating may be of
good quality in the adjacent area, but
humidity encountered weeks or even
months later may wet these salts. This
will cause unsightly rust staining to
seep out onto the galvanized coating.

Figure 22: Overlapping Surfaces

3. Cleaning solutions will not effectively
remove oils and greases trapped
between surfaces in close contact.
Any residual oil and grease will
partially volatilize at the galvanizing
temperature. This will result in an
unsatisfactory zinc coating in the
immediate area of the lap joint.

It is important to contact your galvanizer before constructing any
piece that will include overlapping surfaces. The trade-off between
a completely sealed weld joint that may undergo expansion and
cracking when subjected to galvanizing temperatures and a skipwelded joint that may experience weepage and staining later
becomes a very difficult choice. Your galvanizer’s experience can be
very beneficial to assist you in making this decision.

Failure to seal weld small spaces may result
in iron oxide weeping and staining

American Galvanizers Association
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8IFOBXFMEKPJOUJTDPNQMFUFMZTFBMFE UIFSFNVTUCFOP
weld imperfection or pinholes. The penetration of moisture
into the sealed cavity could cause significant safety hazards
during the hot-dip galvanizing process as the sealed air
will greatly expand when the part reaches the galvanizing
temperature. This gas expansion can cause the molten zinc
to splash out of the bath and endanger galvanizing workers.
If the area of a seal-weld overlap is large, there should be vent holes
through one or both sides into the lapped area. This is to prevent
any moisture that gets in through a pinhole in the weld from
building up excessive pressure while in the galvanizing bath. This
venting becomes more important the greater the area. Consult
your galvanizer or the AGA publication Recommended Details for
Galvanized StructuresGPSWFOUTJ[FBOERVBOUJUZ7FOUIPMFTDBO
be sealed after galvanizing. Seal welding is not mandatory but
prevents trapped moisture, which can result in internal rusting
and weepage.
8IFSFUXPCBSTDPNFUPHFUIFSBUBOBOHMF BHBQPGBUMFBTU
3/32-inch (2.5 mm) after welding must be provided to
ensure the area is wetted by the molten zinc (Figure 23).
An intermittent fillet weld may be used. This can be on one
side of the bar only, or where necessary, an intermittent
staggered fillet weld may be employed on both sides so that
a pocket is not formed. This type of welding, however, may
not be suitable for load-bearing members.

common welding techniques. The specific techniques
DBOCFTUCFPCUBJOFEGSPNUIF"NFSJDBO8FMEJOH4PDJFUZ
(www.aws.org or 800-443-9353) or your welding
equipment supplier. Additional information about welding
galvanized steel may be obtained from the AGA.

Several welding processes and techniques have been
found to be successful for items to be galvanized:
"  #          
        !   
the steel or product.
"$  !        
pickling solutions commonly used by galvanizers;
therefore, their existence will produce rough
surfaces and coating voids. If a coated electrode
#  !  
by wire brushing, chipping, grinding, pneumatic
needle gun, or abrasive blast cleaning (Figure 24).
"$      %&'*#
 %'*#    !%<2)
shielded are recommended since they essentially
produce no slag. However, there can still be small
!=    
"     #   
method is recommended.
"              #
          
“self-slagging,” as recommended by welding
equipment suppliers.
"        
composition as close as possible to the parent
metal. The composition and compatibility will yield
a more uniform galvanized coating appearance.

Figure 23: 3/32- inch
(2.5 mm) gap after welding

Figure 24: Chipping away
 !

@ O Q@ 
Flux Removal
8IFO XFMEFE JUFNT BSF HBMWBOJ[FE  UIF DMFBOMJOFTT PG UIF
weld area and the metallic composition of the weld itself
JOìVFODFUIFHBMWBOJ[FEDPBUJOHTDIBSBDUFSJTUJDT(BMWBOJ[FE
materials may be easily and satisfactorily welded by all
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8FMEJOHSPETIJHIJOTJMJDPONBZDBVTFFYDFTTJWFMZUIJDL
and/or darkened galvanized coatings to form over the
weld. In smooth products welded together with highsilicon weld rods, the coating over the weld material will
be thicker than the surrounding coating, causing a bump
in an otherwise smooth product. A very low-silicon, rod
should be used.

Threaded Parts
)PUEJQHBMWBOJ[FEGBTUFOFSTBSFSFDPNNFOEFEGPSVTFXJUIIPU
dip galvanized subassemblies and assemblies. Galvanized nuts,
bolts, and screws in common sizes are readily available from
commercial suppliers. Bolted assemblies should be sent to the
galvanizer in a disassembled condition. Nuts, bolts, or studs
to be galvanized also should be supplied disassembled.

Tapped through-holes must
be retapped oversize after
galvanizing if they are to
contain a galvanized bolt after
assembly. Tapping of all holes
after galvanizing is recommended
to eliminate double-tapping
costs and the possibility of crossthreading. Oversizing holes according
to American Institute of Steel Construction
(AISC) guidelines is usually sufficient for
clearance holes to account for the zinc coating’s thickness.

Because hot-dip galvanizing is a coating of corrosion-inhibiting,
highly abrasion-resistant zinc on bare steel, the original steel
CFDPNFTTMJHIUMZUIJDLFS8IFOUBMLJOHBCPVUUBQQFEIPMFTBOE
Table 2 shows the recommended overtapping for nuts and
fasteners, the increased thickness is important.
interior threads as detailed in ASTM A 563, Specification for
Bolts are completely galvanized, but internal threads Carbon and Alloy Steel Nuts. On threads over 1 1/2-inches
on nuts must be tapped oversize after galvanizing to (38 mm) it is often more practical, if design strength allows,
BDDPNNPEBUF UIF JODSFBTFE EJBNFUFS PG UIF CPMUT 8IJMF to have the male thread cut 0.031-inches (0.8 mm) undersize
chasing or retapping the nuts after galvanizing results in an before galvanizing so a standard tap can be used on the nut.
uncoated female thread, the zinc coating on the engaged
Table 2
male thread will protect both components from corrosion.
Overtapping
For economy, nuts are usually galvanized as blanks and
the threads tapped oversize after galvanizing (Figure 25).
Guidelines for Nuts &

Interior Threads
Nominal Nut
Size (inches)
and Pitch

Increase
tolerance

Figure 25: Overtapped nut

To remove excess zinc and produce smoother coatings, small
parts, including fasteners, are centrifuged in special equipment
when they are removed from the galvanizing bath. Items too
long or too large to centrifuge, such as long threaded rods,
may be brushed while hot to remove any excess zinc from the
threads. Studs welded to assemblies may have to be cleaned
after the assembly has cooled. This requires reheating with an
acetylene torch and brushing to remove excess zinc. Alternatives
to welded studs should be considered when possible.
Masking to prevent galvanizing threads on pipe or fittings is
very difficult. The recommended practice is to clean and tap
after galvanizing. Anchoring devices (such as threaded rods
and anchor bolts) sometimes are specified to be galvanized
in the threaded areas only or in the areas to be exposed above
ground. This can be more expensive than galvanizing the
complete unit because of the additional handling required.
Complete galvanizing can be specified for items to be
anchored in concrete. Research has proven the high bondstrength and performance of galvanized steel in concrete.

0.250-20
0.312-18
0.375-16
0.437-14
0.500-12
0.562-12
0.625-11
0.750-10
0.875-9
1.000-8
1.125-7
1.250-8
1.250-7
1.375-8
1.375-6
1.500-8
1.500-6
1.750-5
2.000-4.5
2.500-4.5
2.500-4.5
2.750-4
3.000-4
3.250-4
3.500-4
3.750-4
3.750-4
4.000-4

Diametrical
Allowance
(inches)
0.016
0.017
0.017
0.018
0.018
0.020
0.022
0.024
0.024
0.024
0.024
0.024
0.027
0.027
0.027
0.027
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050

* For metric overtapping
allowance see ASTM A 563M,
section 7
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Manufacturers of threaded parts recognize special procedures
must be followed in their plants when certain items are
to be galvanized. Following are some examples:
t-PXDBSCPOCBSTBSFSFDPNNFOEFETJODFIJHI
carbon or high silicon cause a heavier, rougher
galvanized coating on the threads.
t)PUGPSNFEIFBEJOHPSCFOEJOHSFRVJSFT
cleaning at the manufacturing plant to remove
scale before threading. Otherwise, over-pickling
of threads will result during scale removal.
t4IBSQNBOVGBDUVSJOHUPPMTBSFNBOEBUPSZ3BHHFE
and torn threads open up in the pickling and
HBMWBOJ[JOHQSPDFTTFT8PSOUPPMTBMTPJODSFBTF
bolt diameters. Frequent checking is necessary on
long runs.
t4UBOEBSETJ[FEUISFBETBSFDVUPOUIFCPMU 
while standard sized nuts are retapped oversize
after galvanizing.

)JOHFTTIPVMECFHBMWBOJ[FETFQBSBUFMZBOEBTTFNCMFE
after galvanizing. All hinges to be galvanized should
be of the loose-pin type. Before galvanizing, any
adjacent edges should be ground to give at least
1/32-inch (0.8 mm) clearance (Figure 27). The pin
holes can be cleared of excess zinc during assembly.
After hinges are galvanized, it is recommended an
undersized pin be used to compensate for the zinc
picked up during galvanizing. If desired, the pin holes
in the hinges may be reamed 1/32-inch (0.8 mm)
after galvanizing to permit the use of regular-size
pins. On hinges, all adjacent surfaces must be ground
1/32-inch (0.8 mm) on both pieces to allow for
thickness increases. Grinding both pieces is necessary.
At times, moving parts must be reheated in order
for them to work freely. Although heating may cause
discoloration of the galvanized coating near the
reheated area, this discoloration does not affect the
corrosion protection of the galvanized surface.

Moving Parts
8IFOBHBMWBOJ[FEBTTFNCMZJODPSQPSBUFTNPWJOHQBSUT
(such as drop-handles, shackles, and shafts), a radial
clearance of not less than 1/16-inch (1.5 mm) must
be allowed to ensure full freedom of movement after
the addition of zinc during galvanizing (Figure 26).
8IFOFWFS QPTTJCMF  XPSL TIPVME CF EFTJHOFE TP UIBU
hinges can be bolted to frames, covers, bodies, and other
items after galvanizing.

Figure 27: Hinge

Figure 26: Shaft
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%FUBDIBCMFNFUBMUBHTPSXBUFSTPMVCMFNBSLFSTTIPVME
be specified for temporary identification. Alternatively,
barcode tags are manufactured to survive the hot-dip
galvanizing process and easily maintain identification.
8IFSF QFSNBOFOU JEFOUJëDBUJPO JT OFFEFE  UIFSF
are three suitable alternatives for marking steel
GBCSJDBUJPOT UP CF IPUEJQ HBMWBOJ[FE &BDI FOBCMFT
items to be rapidly identified after galvanizing and at
the job site (Figures 28 & 29).

Stamped/Welded tag
Seal-welded to Member

Additional Design Considerations
;  
%VSJOH UIF HBMWBOJ[JOH QSPDFTT  BMM TVSGBDFT BSF DMFBOFE
and coated with zinc. For some purposes, intentionally
ungalvanized areas are required. Masking, treating a portion
of the steel surface so the area remains ungalvanized, may
be performed to accomplish this. Masking is not an exact
science; thus, additional work may still be required to
remove unwanted zinc. In most cases, it may be easier to
grind off the zinc coating after galvanizing than to the mask
the material.
There are four major categories of masking materials:
t"DJESFTJTUBOU IJHIUFNQFSBUVSFUBQFT
t8BUFSCBTFEQBTUFTBOEQBJOUPOGPSNVMBUJPOT
t3FTJOCBTFE IJHIUFNQFSBUVSFQBJOUT
t)JHIUFNQFSBUVSFHSFBTFTBOEUISFBEDPNQPVOET

Stamped/Welded tag
Attached by Wire

?@GJK

  

Stamp the surface of the item using die-cut deep stencils
or a series of center punch-marks. These marks should be
placed in a standard position on each of the members,
preferably toward the center. They should be a minimum
of 1/2-inch (13 mm) high and 1/32-inch (0.8 mm) deep to
ensure readability after galvanizing. This method should not
be used to mark fracture-critical members.
A series of weld beads may also be used to mark letters or
numbers directly onto the fabrication. It is essential that
BMM XFMEJOH ìVY CF SFNPWFE JO PSEFS UP BDIJFWF B RVBMJUZ
galvanized coating (Figure 29).

The AGA is conducting a masking study to identify other
common products that can be used effectively in the hot-dip
galvanizing process. Masking can also be done at the fabricator’s
shop to correctly locate the area to be free of coating.

;  !. ]  
Identification markings on fabricated items should be
carefully prepared before galvanizing so they will be legible
after galvanizing, but not disrupt the zinc coating’s integrity.
Cleaning solutions used in the galvanizing process will
not remove oil-based paints, crayon markers or oil-based
markers, so these products should not be used for applying
addresses, shipping instructions, or job numbers. If these
products are used, ungalvanized area may result.

Figure 29: A series of weld beads may be used to
identify the fabrication
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%FFQTUFODJMJOHBTUFFMUBH NJOJNVNHBVHF BOEëSNMZ
BïYJOHJUUPUIFGBCSJDBUJPOXJUIBNJOJNVNHBVHFTUFFM
wire is another option for identification (Figure 30). The tag
should be wired loosely to the work so that the area beneath
the wire can be galvanized and the wire will not freeze to the
work when the molten zinc solidifies. If desired, tags may be
seal-welded directly to the material.

To minimize the possibility of wet storage stain,
these storage guidelines should be followed:
?YZJ     ! 
minimum #9 gauge steel wire

Post-Galvanizing Considerations
Once the fabrication has been successfully galvanized, there
are a few additional considerations to take into account
regarding storage and use. These best practices will ensure
your galvanized project will provide maintenance-free
corrosion protection as anticipated.

Storage



"K  L    
pieces and avoid nested stacking



" Q            
with strip spacers (poplar, ash, spruce); and during
shipping if there is the likelihood of condensation



"   



"K  
      
at in-transit loading points where it may be
exposed to rain, mist, condensation, or snow



"   
   L
and stored in containers and include a
dehumidifying agent in the sealed containers

Zinc, like all metals, begins to corrode naturally when
FYQPTFE UP UIF BUNPTQIFSF  )PXFWFS  [JOD DPSSPTJPO 
products actually form a tenacious, abrasion-resistant patina
which helps to provide hot-dip galvanizing with its long
service life. The formation of this patina depends on the 
galvanized coating being exposed to freely circulating air. 
Stacking galvanized articles closely together, or nesting, for
extended periods of time, thereby limiting access to freely
circulating air, can lead to the formation of a white powdery
product know as wet storage stain.
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Poles with wet storage stain

 

!    

"U    X       #
well-ventilated conditions, away from doorways
open to the environment
"    
"&       

'  X     
spacers to avoid wet storage stain

8FUTUPSBHFTUBJOJOHJTPGUFOTVQFSëDJBM EFTQJUFUIFQPTTJCMF
presence of a bulky white product. In the vast majority of
cases, wet storage stain does not indicate serious degradation
of the zinc coating, nor does it necessarily imply any likely
reduction in the product’s service life. If wet storage stain
does form, the objects should be arranged so that their
surfaces dry rapidly. Once dry, most stains can be easily
removed by brushing with a stiff bristle (not wire) brush.
If the affected area will not be fully exposed in service, or
if it will be subject to an extremely humid environment,
even superficial white films should be removed with a stiffbristle brush. This allows for the successful formation of
galvanized coatings’ protective zinc carbonate patina.

Cleaning Galvanized Steel
Once in service, galvanized surfaces may need to be
cleaned to remove graffiti or other contaminants. There are
a number of products that can be used to successfully clean
hot-dip galvanized steel without damaging the coating.
Contact the AGA for more details.

Follow these easy steps to clean the surface:
1. Use suitable personnel protective equipment
2. Apply cleaning product
3. Let sit for appropriate time
4. Wipe off with clean cloth

Dissimilar Metals
8IFO [JOD DPNFT JOUP DPOUBDU XJUI BOPUIFS NFUBM VOEFS
atmospheric or aqueous conditions, the potential for corrosion
through a bimetallic couple exists. The extent of corrosion will
depend upon the position of the other metal relative to zinc in
the galvanic series (Figure 31), the relative surface areas of the
two metals in contact, and the conductivity of the electrolyte
on the surface of the two metals.

Corroded End
(Anodic or less noble)
Magnesium
Zinc
Aluminum
Cadmium
Steel
Lead
Tin
Nickel
Brass
Bronzes
Copper
Nickel-Cooper Alloys
Stainless Steels (passive)
Silver
' 
Platinum

Protected End
(Cathodic or more noble)
?Y^J'  U & 

6OEFS BUNPTQIFSJD DPOEJUJPOT PG NPEFSBUF UP NJME
humidity, contact between a galvanized surface and
aluminum or stainless steel is unlikely to cause substantial
HBMWBOJDDPSSPTJPO)PXFWFS VOEFSWFSZIVNJEDPOEJUJPOT 
the galvanized surface may require electrical isolation
through the use of paint or joining compounds. You
should always consult your galvanizer or the AGA when
designing a project with galvanized steel in contact with
other metals.
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some extreme temperatures can affect the coating. Cold
temperatures have little affect on the galvanized coating.
On the other hand, constant exposure to temperatures
above 390 F (200 C) will cause the coating to separate and
is not recommended. Short times at temperatures above
390 F do not effect the galvanized coating.

American Galvanizers Association
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American Society for Testing and Materials
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ASTM A 143
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Practice for Safeguarding against Embrittlement of Hot-Dip
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Steel semblies
As
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Hardware Surfaces for Painting
ASTM E 376
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Practice for Measuring Coating Thickness by Magnetic-Field or
Eddy-Current (Electromagnetic) Test Methods

Canadian Standards Association
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Further Reading & Related Materials
Hot-Dip Galvanizing for Sustainable Design
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Hot-Dip Galvanizing for Corrosion Protection
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Recommended Details for Galvanized Structures
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The Inspection of Hot-Dip Galvanized Steel Products
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Hot-Dip Galvanized Fasteners
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Welding & Hot-Dip Galvanizing
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